
About  Us

Open  Valley  Consulting  Corp.
is  a  technology  consulting  company.
We  are  a  small  firm  of  computer
professionals  who  have  broad
technological  experience  in  a  wide
range  of  industries.  Our  members
have  worked  in  the  Computer,
Financial,  & Medical  industries  since
the  late  seventies.  

During  our  years  as  computer
professionals,  we  have  worked  with
minicomputer  manufacturers,
teaching  hospitals,  medical
institutions,  financial  institutions,  and
security  companies.  We  have  helped
businesses  in  these  various  industries
set  up  systems  ranging  from  the
original  Sperry  Univac  to  Sun
Enterprise  servers,  Linux  and  BSD
servers,  Microsoft  Windows  machines,
and  HPUX computers.  

This  breadth  of  business  experience
combined  with  our  computing
expertise  allows  us  to  find  the
computing  solutions  that  our  clients
need. Open  Valley  Consul t i ng  Corp

11 Queen Anne Lane
Warwick, New York 10990

Phone (845) 988-9289
www.ovccorp.com

Email: info@ovccorp.com

Open Valley
Consulting Corp

    A  consulting  company  that  strives
to meet  your needs  not  ours.



Our Mission

Our  mission  is  to  implement
technologies  that  make  our  clients'
businesses  simpler.  

In  so  doing,  we  emphasize  three  core
values:  polite  and  efficient  service,
rapid  return  on  investment  and
solutions  that  work.  We  use  several
strategies  in  order  to  accomplish  this
mission.  We work  with  our  clients  to
streamline  and  aggregate  their
computer  systems  and  services,  and
we  develop  new  systems  in  as
straightforward  and  cost  effective  a
way  as  possible.  We  also  train  our
clients  how  to  utilize  their  computer
systems  more  productively.

As we  work  with  our  clients,  they  are
better  equipped  and  better  prepared
to  use  their  computing  assets  to
manage  their  business  instead  of
spending  their  time  managing  their
computers.

Accomplishments

➢ Designed  and  implemented  a
satellite  news  delivery system  for
a NYC Brokerage  

➢ Wrote  custom  Linux to IBM MQ
Interface  system  for online
trading  environment  

➢ Built Wifi networks  with  custom
built  Linux based  access  points
and  portals.  

➢ Designed  and  installed  a Linux
based  Email server  with  a web
interface  servicing  over 2800
users.  

➢ Designed  a Linux Based  Internet
Kiosk system  serving  a busy
college  caffeteria  and  lounge  

➢ Wrote  a custom  print  server,
which  provides  integrated  print
services  from  a network  of serial,
parallel, and  tcp/ip  printers.  

➢ Implemented  Linux Terminal
Server Project  thin  client  based
computing  labs.  

➢ Integrated  real time  data
acquisition  hardware  and
software  into  LTSP classroom
environment  

➢ Taught  Linux System
Administration  classes  to IT
professionals  

➢ Designed  and  built  many  PIC &
8051 Microcontroller  Projects  

➢ And so much  more,  but  imagine
what  we could  do  for you.  

What  We Provide

OVC provides  systems  support  and
custom  software  and  hardware
solutions.  We also  work with  our
customers  to establish  computing
procedures  and  train  the  appropriate
staff. In addition,  we can  provide  back
up  support  when  your  staff are  on
vacation  or in the  event  of a personnel
change.

Contact  Us

Email info@ovccorp  

for more  information.

Or Call

(718)  878- 3052

(845)  988- 9289


